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Abstract  
 

In recent years, vibration energy vibration harvesting has become a 

research hotspot in the field of energy harvesting. Energy harvester 

output power is the most important parameter in a vibration energy 

harvesting system. Assessing the harvester output power in different 

vibration environments is an important study issue to study. This thesis 

proposed a research method for harvester output based on the complex 

vibration environment simulated in the laboratory, a closed-loop control 

experimental system for the simulated vibration environment was 

established, the system can simulate a vibration environment with 

specific vibration frequency and acceleration, and automatically measure 

the harvester output power. Using FFT methods to analyse the harvester 

output voltage waveform, research the relationship between the 

harvester output power and the noise vibration signal frequency. 

Polynomial fitting modelling method is used for the harvester output 

power prediction in the 62.5Hz dominant frequency vibration 

environment. At the same time, researching the harvester output power 

in different dominant frequency and same vibration acceleration 

vibration environment which containing noise signal. Through the 

analysis of harvester output power, it was found that, for the case of the 

vibration environment dominant frequency is 62.5Hz, all noise frequency 

component of the vibration signal will reduce the output power of 

vibration energy harvester modelD, especially when the noise frequency 

is around 57.5Hz and67.5Hz, the output power of vibration energy 

harvester modelD is quite lower than the output power of harvester 

under the pure sinusoidal excitation signals. For the case of the vibration 

environment dominant frequency is not 62.5Hz, if the noise frequency 

component of the vibration signal close the harvester resonance 

frequency, it has a great impact on output power, and the output power 

of harvester is higher than the output power of harvester under the pure 

sinusoidal excitation signals.  The presented research methods apply to 

most such studies, which can help user to analyse the effect of vibration 

noise on the harvester output and helps increase the harvester's output 

power. Research conclusions can provide user a reference in harvester 

selection 

Keywords: Vibration energy harvesting, Harvester, Closed-loop control, 

Resonant frequency, Prediction 
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Terminology / Notation 
 

Acronyms 
 

VEH                                    Vibration Energy Harvesting 

RMS                                    Root-Mean-Square 

ADC                                    Analog-to-Digital Converter 

CNC                                    Computerized Numerical Control 

SNR                                     Signal-to-noise ratio 

ANN                                   Artificial Neural Network 

 

 

 

Mathematical notation 

Symbol  Description 

grms                                     Root mean square of the gravity 

𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠                                     Root mean square of the voltage 

GSa/s                                  Giga hertz sample frequency per second 
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1. Introduction 
 

With the widespread application of wireless sensor networks, Lifetime of 

traditional battery becomes a big challenge for wireless sensor nodes as 

these nodes may be deployed in some unreachable place. In this situation, 

it is infeasible to replace batteries [1]. Vibration Energy Harvesting (VEH) 

is receiving more and more attention, vibration energy exists widely in 

environments. Therefore, VEH offers a new solution for the energy 

supply problem in wireless sensor networks area [2].  

Vibration Energy Harvesting technology aims to convert mechanical 

energy generated by vibrations in the environment into electrical energy 

through a vibration energy harvester. The vibration energy harvester has 

a long lifetime, it can provide enough power for self-sustained sensor 

nodes in a vibration environment. This thesis focuses on the performance 

of the vibration energy harvester under complex vibration environment 

and proposes a test and evaluation method. 

 

1.1. Background and problem motivation 

Nowadays, electrostatic vibration harvester [3], piezoelectric vibration  

harvester and electromagnetic vibration harvester are widely used in 

industrial monitoring [4], environmental monitoring [5], transportation 

[6] and other fields. In various wireless sensor network applications, 

researchers are most concerned about the output power of the vibration 

energy harvester. Therefore, it is very important to evaluate the 

performance of the vibration energy collector in different vibration 

environments. It is well-known that the vibration frequency and 

acceleration affect the output power of the vibration energy harvester [7], 

and the harvester output power is maximum when the ambient 

environment’s vibrational frequency is the same with resonant frequency 

of harvester. More details are covered in Chapter 2.2. 

This thesis will attempt to discuss the vibration energy harvester 

performance under complex vibration environment. Some studies have 

been done in this area, some researchers have only studied the output 

performance of vibration energy collectors in a few complex 

environments [8], the research scope is very limited. Other researchers 

have evaluated the performance of vibration energy harvesters based on 
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harvester's internal material and design factors [9]. In contrast, this 

research focuses on various complex vibration environments, to evaluate 

whether the vibration energy collector can provide enough energy for 

wireless sensor networks in different complex vibration environments. 

1.2. Overall aim  

The overall aim of this thesis is to research and evaluate the performance 

of a vibration energy harvester under complex excitation. At the first step, 

it is necessary to build a simulated vibration environment in the 

laboratory, which consists of two parts of the vibration signal and 

vibration hardware. step two, to design a automatic control program to 

control the vibration of the shaker with specific frequency and vibration 

acceleration, the program will also automatically measure a large amount 

of harvester output power data. and then, to evaluate the performance of 

a vibration energy harvester under its resonant frequency; to research the 

performance of a vibration energy harvester at different dominant 

frequency. 

 

1.3. Scope  

The study has its focus on research the harvester output power under the 

complex vibration environment. Due to the limitation of both the 

laboratory and study period. This paper only focuses on the resonance 

energy harvester and all the experiments were performed using only one 

specific harvester: ReVibe vibration energy harvester modelD, modelD is 

an electro-magnetic vibration energy harvester. All the control 

programming algorithm is design in MATLAB. Although only ReVibe 

vibration energy harvester modelD tested in this thesis, but the research 

methods apply to most such studies. 

 

1.4. Concrete and verifiable goals  

In this thesis, the main objectives are divided into five parts, shown below:  

1. Building a system for automatically controlling the vibration shaker 

and measuring the output voltage of the harvester. 

2. To simulate vibration signals in the laboratory. 
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3. Researching output power of the harvester at 62.5Hz resonant 

frequency vibration environment containing noise signal.  

4. To research output power of the harvester at different dominant 

frequency vibration environment containing noise signal under 1g 

acceleration. 

 

1.5. Outline 

There are nine chapters following in this thesis: 

Chapter 1 makes an introduction about the topic and the objective of this 

research. 

Chapter 2 describes the relevant theories in this research. 

Chapter 3 describes the methodology of this research. 

Chapter 4 describes the implementation of this research. 

Chapter 5 shows the results, analysis and evaluation. 

Chapter 6 makes a conclusion of this research. 

Chapter 7 presents possible future research directions and research tasks. 

At the end of this thesis, chapter 8 is the references and the last part is the 

appendices.  

 

1.6. Contributions  

For the vibration energy harvesting field, this thesis contributed a 

research method that how to simulate a complex vibration environment 

in laboratory and researched how does the noise component in the 

vibration signal affect the vibration energy harvester output power. 

For the social aspects, by using the method proposed in this thesis, 

researchers or harvester users can perform a frequency domain analysis 

of the harvester output voltage waveform, to find out the noise signal, 

and determine the source of noise according to the noise frequency 
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characteristics, apply relevant technology to remove noise, thereby 

increasing the output power of the harvester. It can provide more energy 

for the application system and saving more energy. 

For the ethical aspects, predicting the harvester's output power can 

provide user a reference in harvester selection, the user can know 

whether the harvester can provide enough energy for the application 

system. According to the research conclusion of the output power of the 

harvester in different dominant frequency environments, users can gain 

a deeper understanding of the performance of the harvester in different 

environments, which can also be used as a reference in vibration energy 

harvester selection. Those help improve equipment utilization and 

contribute to environmental protection. 
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2. Theory 
 

In the vibration energy harvesting system, there are usually two 

important parts: vibration environment measurement and energy 

conversion. In order that further understand vibration energy harvesting, 

this chapter will introduce energy harvesting theory, and all the relevant 

theories in this research including, the accelerometer principle used to 

measure the vibration acceleration and vibration frequency of the 

vibration environment, resonance theory explained why the harvester 

can output the highest energy at the resonant frequency.  

2.1. Vibration energy harvesting  

In vibration energy harvesting domain, harvester is used to convert the 

vibration energy to electrical energy. And there are three common 

vibration energy harvesters: piezoelectric vibration harvester, 

electrostatic vibration harvester and electromagnetic vibration harvester. 

Each type of harvester has its own advantages and application scope. In 

this research, electromagnetic vibration energy harvester is selected. For 

the electromagnetic vibration energy harvester, in its internal structure, it 

usually consists of permanent magnets, coil, spring and mass.  

According to Faraday's law of induction [10] and Lenz's law [11], when a 

part of the conductor of the closed circuit is cutting the magnetic 

induction line in the magnetic field, the induced current will be generated 

in the conductor. 

When the harvester is vibrating, its internal coil and magnet will move 

relative to each other, so that the coil cutting the magnetic induction line 

and generates an induced current. different directions movement 

produces different directions current. Since the movement direction of 

the coil relative to the magnet is constantly changing, the harvester 

generates alternating current. Typically, the alternating current output 

from the harvester will power the device through a rectifier circuit and a 

boost or a buck circuit. The formula of the induced electromotive force as 

follows: 

𝜀 = 𝑛
∆∅

∆𝑡
= 𝑛

∆𝐵𝑆

∆𝑡
(2.1) 
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where 𝜀 is the electromotive force, n is the number of turns of wire, ∆∅ is 

the change magnetic flux, ∆𝑡 is the time variation, B is the magnetic flux 

density, S is the projected area of the coil through the magnetic field area. 

At the same time, the mass and coefficient of spring elastic will also affect 

the harvester output power. Different models of harvester have different 

design structures, and physical parameters, Figure 2 is just used to show 

the physical principles of electromagnetic vibration energy harvester. 

 

Figure 1.  Electromagnetic vibration energy harvester 

 

2.2. Resonance theory 

Resonance is a physical phenomenon refers to a situation in which a 

physical system vibrates at a specific frequency with a greater amplitude 

than other frequencies. The specific frequency is called the resonant 

frequency [12].  

Sometimes people try to avoid resonance phenomena, so that they do not 

produce huge amplitudes to destroy the entire mechanical structure, at 

the same time, people also apply the resonance principle into vibration 

energy harvesting domain, in this research, electromagnetic vibration 

energy harvester is chosen as the power supply in its system. When the 

vibration frequency is different with the harvester natural frequency, it 

will affect the vertical motion of the harvester coil and make the coil 

cannot reach the maximum amplitude. And when the vibration 

frequency is same with the harvester resonant frequency, the direction 
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change frequency of the coil is the same as the external vibration 

frequency, the coil will reach its maximum amplitude and generate the 

largest induced current, thus outputting more energy.  

For the drawback, every resonant vibration energy harvester has its 

specific operating vibration frequency range, when the resonant vibration 

energy harvester operating in a non-resonant frequency environment, its 

output power is very low. One resonant vibration energy harvester can’t 

adapt different application environments very well. The vibration 

characteristics of the environment cannot be changed. Therefore, it is best 

for the user to select a harvester which resonant frequency as same as the 

environment vibration frequency in different applications. 

 

2.3. Vibration analysis 

In vibration analysis, accelerometers are can be used to measure vibration 

amplitude and vibration frequency in realistic environment. In vibration 

measurement, G-level acceleration is usually used to indicate vibrational 

force rather than vibration amplitude.  

During the vibration process, due to different position has different 

accelerations, therefore, to calculate the root mean square of the 

acceleration measured in multiples of the gravitational constant to 

describe the acceleration of the vibration environment. the acceleration 

unit is “grms”, which means the Root Mean Square value of gravitational 

constant [13]. 

Accelerometer works by outputting voltage values that vary with 

acceleration. Therefore, the accelerometer can use its output voltage 

waveform to describe the vibration waveform of the environment. The 

accelerometer output voltage is a continuous analog electrical signal. first, 

sampling the accelerometer output analog signal, performing the analog-

to-digital conversion next, and converted the voltage of each sampling 

point into an acceleration, to obtain an acceleration waveform of the 

vibration environment, and then calculating the RMS value of the 

acceleration, thereby obtaining an accurate acceleration value. The 

method of measuring the vibration frequency is to convert the time 

domain signal of the acceleration into the frequency domain signal by the 

FFT (Fast Fourier Transform Algorithm) operation [14], thereby obtaining 

the vibration frequency. Figure 3 shows an example time domain signal, 
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which consists of two sinusoidal signals with same amplitude and 

different frequency, 10 Hz and 20 Hz respectively. Figure 4 shows its 

corresponding frequency domain signal. 

 

Figure 2.  Time domain signal 

 

Figure 3.  Frequency domain signal 

 

2.4. Output power analysis 

In this research, the goal is to test and verify the output power of vibration 

energy harvester in the complex vibration environment, and the most im-

portant issue is to research the relationship between the harvester output 

power and the noise vibration signal. It is difficult to obtain the conclu-

sions of the relationship between the harvester output power and the 

noise vibration signal by analyzing time domain signal waveform of the 

harvester output power. Therefore, the solution is using FFT method to 

convert the time domain signal into the frequency domain signal, thereby 

analyzing the influence of different frequency noise signals on the har-

vester output power, which is an efficient and accurate method.  
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3. Methodology 
 

The goal of this thesis is to research the output power of vibration energy 

harvester in complex vibration environment. The research method is 

using function generator, benchtop shaker and other equipment to 

construct an automatic vibration control system. And design a close-loop 

control system algorithm to make the system can generate different 

specific vibrations, thereby simulate the complex vibration environment. 

Besides, an automatic measurement method was designed to collect a 

large amount of harvester output power data, which will make the 

research process more efficient. And the method of how to generate the 

vibration signal required for the experiment will be described below as 

well. 

 

3.1. Experimental system design  

In order to research the relationship between the harvester output power 

and the noise vibration signal in complex vibration environment. The first 

step is to choose the appropriate method to build a simulated vibration 

experiment system in the laboratory, and the standard for building an 

experimental system is effective and economical. 

In the experimental system, the vibration source is the most important 

part. Usually vibration shaker is selected to generate vibrations with 

desired frequency and acceleration. Its working principle is: there is an 

excitation coil [15] on the top of the shaker, its coil will generate a 

changing magnetic field according to the change of the input electrical 

signal, and the generated excitation magnetic field will produce a 

magnetic phenomenon(like poles repel, unlike poles attract) with the 

bottom magnet of the shaker. Usually, the amplifier is used to amplify the 

output signal of the function generator, and its output signal will as the 

input signal of the shaker. For the measurement part, an accelerometer 

will be used to measure the shaker vibration acceleration and frequency, 

due to the accelerometer output signal is a continuous analog signal. 

Therefore, an Arduino board will be used to convert the analog signal to 

digital signal and feedback to computer. The harvester is fixed on the 

shaker. An oscilloscope is used to measure the harvester output power, 

and the measured results will be transmitted to computer, thereby 
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forming a closed loop system controlled by a computer, the computer will 

constantly adjust the function generator's output signal, to make the 

shaker generate a vibration with specific frequency and acceleration. The 

experimental system logic diagram shown in Figure 5. The advantage of 

a closed-loop system is automatic control, high anti-interference and high 

stability, at the same time, this system meets system design standards. 

 

Figure 4.  Experimental system logic diagram 

 

3.2. Automatic control & measurement system algorithm  

In the vibration energy harvesting study, the researchers need to use the 

experimental system to simulate different vibration environments 

multiple times and measure the calculation of the harvester output power. 

To simulate vibrations of different frequencies and accelerations, the 

amplitude and frequency of the input excitation signal should be known 

at first, but these values are unknown. Therefore, to input a small 

excitation signal first, and then adjust the function output signal 

according to the acceleration and frequency of the actual vibration 

measured by the accelerometer, until the shaker can generate the desired 

vibration. The calculation method for adjusting the frequency and voltage 

of the output signal of the function generator is as follows: 
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𝑓1

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
=

𝑓2

𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦
3.2.1 

𝑉1

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
=

𝑉2

𝐷𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
3.2.2 

Where f1 is the old input signal frequency, f2 is the new input signal 

frequency, V1 is the old input signal voltage, V2 is the new input signal 

voltage. 

The manual adjustment will take a lot of time and the adjustment 

accuracy is low. Especially, and when external disturbance occurs, the 

shaker cannot output the required vibration. So, it is very important to 

design an automatic adjustment method to instead of manual adjustment 

method.  

The algorithm logic diagram shown in Figure 6. In this algorithm, user 

need to enter system parameters first, including: desired shaker 

frequency and acceleration, function generator output signal voltage and 

frequency. Since all devices have different operating ranges, such as 

voltage operating range, frequency limitation and so on. Parameters that 

do not meet the requirements will cause damage to the device, therefore, 

in this algorithm, the parameters check function is used to judge whether 

the input parameters meet the system parameters, if the input parameters 

do not meet the system parameters, the program will not be able to 

perform the next operation step. And then, the system will set frequency 

and amplitude of the function generator output signal and turn on the 

output. the system will get the measured acceleration and frequency 

value from the Arduino board, according to the measured value to adjust 

the function generator signal until the shaker can generate desired 

vibration. After that, this algorithm will measure harvester output 

voltage automatically, and calculate the harvester output power, all the 

system data will be shown and stored. 
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Figure 5.  Control & Measurement System logic diagram 
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In addition, an intelligent protection function is added into the algorithm. 

during the experiment process, if some equipment is an abnormal or the 

voltage or frequency of the function generator output signal is too high, 

the system will stop the experiment immediately to protect the 

equipment and the researcher. All the equipment’s should operate within 

itself working range, the parameters including: voltage range, frequency 

range, maximum vibration acceleration limit etc. Before each adjustment 

and during adjustment, the system will check if all the system parameters 

are within reasonable range. If not meet the parameters requirement, the 

protection program will be activated automatically, it will send command 

to turn off the function generator, then the shaker will be stopped to 

protect all the equipment’s. at the same time the program will disconnect 

communication between all devices, and storage all the test results, to 

avoid the data lose. 

3.3. Vibration measurement method 

In the vibration measurement part, the accelerometer is used to measure 

the vibration data. Precautions of accelerometer is: accelerometer should 

be placed in the specified direction and stably fixed on the vibrating 

screen to ensure accurate measurement. Due to the output signal of 

accelerometer is analog signal, it cannot be used directly, so, an Arduino 

UNO board is used to convert accelerometer output analog signal to 

digital signal. Arduino programming code shown in Appendix A. 

Accelerometer output voltage conversion formula below: 

V

𝑉𝐴𝑟𝑑𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑜
=

A

210 − 1
3.3.1 

where V is accelerometer output voltage, 𝑉𝐴𝑟𝑑𝑢𝑖𝑛𝑜 is Arduino UNO board 

voltage 5V, A is accelerometer voltage corresponding ADC value.  

MATLAB will use serial communication to read all the measured data 

from Arduino. After that, the serial communication will be closed to save 

energy and the reduce the MATLAB processing consumption, and when 

the next measurement command arrives, Arduino will be reopened and 

the process repeats. The measured data are ADC value and its 

corresponding time. And then, the ADC value needs to be converted to 

acceleration value. The accelerometer’s sensitivity is 800mv/g, single 

ended sensitivity is half of values shown. So, the accelerometer output 

voltage calculation formula as follows: 
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𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝐴 − 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒) ×
1000

400
(𝑔) 3.3.2 

Where 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒  is the accelerometer output voltage without any 

vibration. And then using FFT method to calculate the vibration 

frequency. Both the acceleration and frequency will be used in the 

adjustment steps. 

3.4. Harvester output power measurement 

In all the experiments, a high sampling rate (up to GSa/s) oscilloscope is 

selected to collect the waveform of the harvester output voltage. In the 

automatic control & measurement system algorithm, when the control 

part completed, the computer will send a command to the oscilloscope, it 

will record 10,000 data points of the AC voltage waveform in 0.1 seconds, 

to depict the output voltage waveform with high resolution. Computer 

will calculate the AC value, the formula shown below [16]. 

𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 = √
1

𝑇
∫ [𝑣(𝑡)]2𝑑𝑡

𝑇

0

   (3.4.1) 

where T is the measurement period, t is the time. And use the 𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 to 

calculate the power output of harvester on the load. Power calculation 

formula shown below: 

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝐼2𝑅 =
𝑈2

𝑅
=

𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
2

𝑅
(3.4.2) 

where Pout is the output power of the harvester, I is the current, R is the 

load of the harvester, U is output voltage, 𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 is root mean square value 

of the AC voltage. Next, the system will transform the voltage waveform 

is from the time domain to the frequency domain, and analyze its 

frequency domain characteristics, to find the relationship relationship 

between the harvester output power and the noise vibration signal. 

 

3.5. Simulating vibration signals  

The focus of simulating different vibration situation is to generate 

simulate vibration signal, there are two common methods to simulate 

vibration signals in the laboratory.  
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The first method is uploading the real vibration signal collected from the 

realistic environment [17]. The second way is using software to generate 

a simulate signal in the computer, and then upload the signal in to the 

arbitrary function generator. But for the first method, the signals collected 

from the real environment are mostly used for research on specific 

environments, and it is very hard to collect so many signals from the real 

environment.  

For the second method, it can generate a vibration signal which made up 

of various frequency signals, white noise can also be added to make the 

signal more realistic and complex. For the generated simulate vibration 

signal, it should be continuous and have a high-resolution, at the same 

time, choose an amplifier with high noise immunity, to reduce the 

distortion rate of the signal. More details of simulating vibration signals 

described in Chapter 4.4. 
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4. Implementation  
 

The implementation chapter presents the establishment and testing of 

experimental system, vibration signal simulation.  

4.1. Experiment components 

In order that research the harvester output power under different 

vibration situation, a system is built for automatically controlling the 

vibration shaker and measuring the output voltage of the harvester. Some 

important experiment components will be introduced in this part. 

4.1.1. Arbitrary Function Generator  

To simulate a vibration environment, first ensure that choose function 

generator with high resolution, due to some general function generator 

cannot generate an arbitrary signal with high resolution. Therefore, 

arbitrary function generator AFG1062 is selected in this research, which 

has 64-MB non-volatile memory for storing arbitrary waveforms, its 

programming software Arbexpress can be used in waveform file 

conversion and adjustment of waveform properties [18]. Through serial 

communication AFG1062 can be controlled by computer. 

 
Figure 6.  Arbitrary Function Generator AFG1062 

 

4.1.2. Power amplifier  

In vibration research, due to limitation of function generator, its output 

signal is too weak to drive shaker, so the amplifier will be used with the 
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shaker usually, which is used to amplify the input excitation signal of the 

shaker. In this experimental system, Crown Power Amplifier DS1000 is 

used to amplify the output signal of arbitrary function generator 

AFG1062. This amplifier has 20 magnification level, user can choose 

different magnification level with knob. The most important performance 

indicator of an amplifier is the SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio) parameter [19], 

the SNR for this amplifier 98dB, which means that its output signal has a 

very low distortion rate. 

 

Figure 7.  Crown Power Amplifier DS1000 

 

4.1.3. Benchtop shaker  

In this research, a 3lb load shaker is used to simulate the complex 

vibration environment. The shaker’s working principle introduced in 

Chapter 3.1. The shaker vibration frequency and acceleration are 

determined by the output signal of the function generator. This shaker 

has the advantage of easy operation and low noise. The maximum 

acceleration it can produce is 33 gravities, the minimum load of this 

shaker is 1 pound, and maximum load is 4 pounds. The precautions for 

using shaker including: 

i. The fixture on the shaker should be used correctly to avoid personal 

injury and equipment damage. 

ii. When the vibration tester is working, do not place magnetic or other 

metal objects near the vibration generator. 

iii. It is not allowed to turn off the power of the function generator before 

turning off the amplifier. Otherwise, the power amplifier and the 

shaker will be damaged. 

iv. If any abnormal conditions occur during the test, the test should be 

stopped immediately to avoid damage to the equipment. This is one 
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of the reasons for adding a smart protection system in the control 

system. 

 

Figure 8.  3lb Load Shaker 

 

4.1.4. Accelerometer 

In the vibration energy harvesting research, any small errors due to 

measurements can have a large impact on the experimental results and 

conclusions of the study, so it is very necessary to choose an 

accelerometer has high measurement accuracy ability. A piezoresistive 

accelerometer 2260-005 is used to measure the vibration data from the 

shaker, which has accurate measurement, easy to use, fully calibrated, 

low power consumption and low noise advantages. The sensor should be 

used in the specified direction, marked "2260-005" side up. It flat in the 

center of the shaker in order that make the accelerometer measurement 

more accurate. 
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Figure 9.  Accelerometer 2260-005 

 

Figure 10.  Accelerometer cable 

In Figure 11, one end of the cable connected with Arduino UNO board 

via two wires, the other end requires 8 to 32 volts DC power. Due to 

battery consumption, when the voltage is lower than 8V, the 

accelerometer measurement data will be wrong. Therefore, it is 

recommended to use a DC power supply to instead of batteries. 

 

4.1.5. Vibration energy harvester  

In this thesis, an electromagnetic energy harvester model-D is used to 

research how does the vibration noise signal affect the harvester output 

power [20]. When the vibration frequency of the harvester is between 15 

to 100 Hz and the acceleration is between 0.05 to 3.00𝑔𝑟𝑚𝑠, it will generate 

different size alternating currents. Therefore, the frequency of vibration 

noise signal is set from 20 to 100 Hz in this research. at the same time, it 

should be noted that the acceleration of the simulated vibration cannot 

exceed 3𝑔𝑟𝑚𝑠. 
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Figure 11.  Electromagnetic energy harvester model-D 

 

 

4.1.6. AD converter  

Due to the output signal of the accelerometer is a continuous analog 

signal, it cannot be used directly. Then, Arduino UNO board is selected 

to convert accelerometer analogy signal to a digital signal. which has high 

adaptability to different hardware, and easy to program, low power 

consumption, and fast response advantages. 

Arduino UNO board as a microcontroller, despite it can perform some 

simple calculation tasks, in order that improve the microcontroller 

processing capacity, the acceleration calculation part will be performed 

in MATLAB. This Arduino UNO board will be also used to record the 

corresponding time of each data, the time is used to calculate the time cost 

of the measurement.  

 

Figure 12.  Arduino UNO board 
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4.2. Experimental system setup  

After introducing all the experimental equipment, the structure of the 

entire automatically controlled simulated vibration system is shown in 

Figure 14. 

 

Figure 13.  Experimental system setup 

①PC ②Vibration Table ③Harvester ④Accelerometer ⑤Arduino Board 

⑥Resistance Decade ⑦Amplifier ⑧Arbitrary Function Generator ⑨

Oscilloscope ⑩ DC Power Supply ⑪USB Hub 

Figure 15 shown the placement of the electromagnetic vibration energy 

harvester and accelerometer on the shaker. 
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Figure 14.  Accelerometer & Harvester placement sketch 

 

Since the shaker's fixture cannot fix the harvester, and the top of the 

shaker and the bottom of the harvester have the same electromagnetic 

polarity, there is a strong repulsive force between them. Therefore ,5mm 

thick acrylic plate is selected for making a fixture, the acrylic plate has 

good stiffness, strength, those advantages can make the fixture to fix the 

harvester and accelerometer in a high-frequency, high-vibration 

vibration environment. The acrylic fixture is made by CNC laser cutting 

machine cutting, its design drawings shown in Appendix B. Furthermore, 

the harvester and accelerometer should be fixed in the center of the shaker 

to ensure that there are no vibration errors due to the center of gravity 

shift. and the harvester should be placed on the soft and stable 

experimental planes to reduce the influence of the Experimental plane 

reaction force on the shaker, it can make the shaker can output more 

power. 

 

4.3. Testing Automatic Control & Measurement System  

In order that verify the reliability of the vibration system, this system 

should be tested many times. The most important indicator for evaluate 

this system is the accuracy of the frequency adjustment and acceleration 

adjustment. With hundreds test, the average error between the shaker 

frequency and the desired shaker frequency is -0.016Hz. the average error 
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between the shaker acceleration and the desired shaker acceleration is 

0.0055g. In this research, the resolution of all the measure results are 0.01. 

As can be seen in the Table 1, both the average frequency error and the 

average acceleration error are approximately 0.01. Therefore, the 

adjustments accuracy meets experimental requirements. 

Parameters Average error (Hz) If meet requirements 

Frequency -0.0160 Yes 

Acceleration 0.0055 Yes 

Table 1.  Adjustment error statistics 

Besides, it is necessary to test the if the system can operate stably. 

Therefore, trying to reduce the acceleration of the shaker by external force 

pressing in the test. When the shaker acceleration or the shaker frequency 

is changed, this control system will adjust the function generator output 

signal immediately, to make the shaker restore the desired vibration state 

quickly. It is confirmed that the system operation is very stably. 

4.4. Experiments vibration signal generation  

According to the research objectives, the experiments vibration signals 

are divided into two types: 

i. Vibrating environment dominant vibration frequency is the harvester 

resonance frequency and contains noise.  

ii. Vibration environments has different dominant frequencies and con-

tains noise. 

Due to the limitation of the study period, it is impossible to study the 

effect of any amplitude and frequency noise on the harvester output, so a 

reasonable experimental range should be chosen. The amplitude of all 

dominant frequency signals is set to 1V. For the noise signal, the 

amplitude is set from 0.1V to 0.5V, frequency is set from 20Hz to 100Hz. 

Figure 16 shows the harvester output power under sinusoidal excitation 

signal, it can be found that when the vibration frequency from 50Hz to 75 

Hz, the output power of the harvester is significant, between 2mW to 

91mW. The harvester's resonant frequency is 62.5Hz. Therefore, in 

vibration simulating, the different dominant frequencies are set from 

50Hz to 75Hz. 
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Figure 15.  Harvester output power (sinusoidal excitation signal) 

 

All the vibration signal is generated in MATALB, the signal generation 

method is to mix different frequency and different amplitude signals into 

one resultant signal. The generated signal is saved as a “.csv” file,and then 

using ArbExpress software to convert “.csv” file into “.tfw” file which is 

supported in AFG1062. 

Since the signal amplitude is limited in function generator AFG1062 

“arbitrary signal “mode, therefore, to ensure the waveform amplitude 

within the requirements, the amplitude of the generated signal should be 

divided by 5 and then magnified 5 times on the AFG1062. 

 

4.4.1. Vibration signal: 62.5Hz dominant frequency  

Two sinusoidal signals are used to generate the vibration signal, one 

sinusoidal signal as the dominant frequency signal, its frequency is 62.5 

Hz, the amplitude is 1V. For the noise signal, the amplitude is set from 

0.1V to 0.5V, the amplitude interval is 0.1V, frequency is set from 20Hz to 

100Hz. Due to the frequency response error between the function 

generator and the shaker in this experiment, therefore, corresponding 

input signal frequency of the shaker vibration frequency should be 
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measured at first, the frequency adjustment results shown in the 

following table: 

Number Desired 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Shaker 

Frequency 

(Hz) 

Error  

(Hz) 

Error 

Percentage  

(%) 

Input 

Frequency  

(Hz) 

1 20 19.86 0.14 0.70 18.98 

2 25 24.80 0.20 0.80 23.74 

3 30 29.73 0.27 0.90 28.80 

4 31.25 31.71 0.46 1.47 29.99 

5 35 34.69 0.31 0.89 33.44 

6 40 39.72 0.28 0.70 38.49 

7 45 44.64 0.36 0.80 43.1 

8 50 49.55 0.45 0.90 48.00 

9 55 54.56 0.44 0.80 53.19 

10 57.5 57.60 0.10 0.17 55.76 

11 60 59.46 0.54 0.9 57.77 

12 62.5 62.44 0.06 0.09 60.80 

13 65 65.41 0.41 0.63 63.43 

14 67.5 67.53 0.03 0.04 65.82 

15 70 70.44 0.44 0.63 68.13 

16 75 75.47 0.47 0.63 73.00 

17 80 80.36 0.36 0.45 77.95 

18 85 85.40 0.40 0.47 82.73 

19 90 90.19 0.19 0.21 87.67 

20 93.75 94.15 0.40 0.43 91.29 

21 95 95.24 0.24 0.25 92.28 

22 100 100.1 0.10 0.10 97.72 

Table 2.  Frequency measurement results 

It is measured that when the shaker vibration frequency is 62.5Hz, the 

frequency of the input signal is 60.86Hz. The example vibration signal is 

shown in Figure 17, the dominant frequency of this vibration signal is 

62.5Hz, the noise is 100Hz. FFT subplot shown the amplitude of different 

frequency components in the resultant signal, it can also be converted to 

FFT value.  
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Figure 16.  62.5Hz dominant frequency vibration signal 

 

4.4.2. Vibration signal: 50-75Hz dominant frequency 

For the different dominant frequency vibration signal generation, the 

dominant frequency is selected with 50Hz, 55Hz, 60Hz, 62.5Hz, 65Hz, 

70Hz and 75Hz, respectively. The noise signal amplitude is set with 0.4V, 

frequency is set from 20Hz to 100Hz, frequency interval is 10Hz. For a 

vibration signal containing one noise signal, a total of 63 signals, for a 

vibration signal containing two noise signals, a total of 567 signals. In 

Figure 18, the dominant frequency of the example vibration signal is 50Hz, 

and the noise frequency is 70Hz. 
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Figure 17.  50Hz signal mixed one noise signal 

 

In Figure 19, the dominant frequency of the example vibration signal is 

50Hz, and the noise frequency is 70Hz and 100 Hz. 
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Figure 18.  50Hz signal mixed two noise signals 
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5. Results 
 

This chapter presents the measurement results of the output power of the 

harvester under different main frequency vibration environments, 

analysis the relationship between the harvester output power and the 

noise vibration signal, to evaluates the harvester power. 

5.1. 62.5Hz dominant frequency vibration environment  

5.1.1. Harvester output power results: 

In 62.5 Hz dominant frequency simulated vibration environment, only 

one noise signal is added, and the noise amplitude is set with 0.1V, 0.2V, 

0.3V, 0.4V and 0.5V, respectively. The harvester output power results 

shown in Figure 20. The red line represents the harvester output power 

under 62.5Hz sinusoidal excitation signal (1V amplitude), which is used 

in output power comparison. Through the 3D image shown in Figure 21, 

the effect of noise amplitude and noise frequency on the harvester output 

power can be observed more intuitively. 
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Figure 19.  Power: 62.5Hz dominant frequency environment 

 

Figure 20.  Harvester output power 3D graph 

5.1.2. Harvester performance analysis 

From the harvester output power results, it can be found that if in-crease 

the noise amplitude, then the harvester output power will decrease. And 

when then noise frequency is around 57.5Hz and 67.5Hz, the harvester 

output power is quite lower than others situation. The noise frequency is 

set from 20Hz to 100Hz, Figure 22 only shows 6 key FFT analysis graphs 

of the harvester output power. The x-axis represents the frequency of the 

vibration signal, and the vertical axis represents the harvester output 

voltage corresponding to each frequency component.in all the subgraphs, 

the designed FFT analysis program will automatically detects and labels 

the two most obvious frequency components with red point. As can be 

seen from the Figure 22, when the noise frequency is 20 Hz and 100 Hz, 

the voltage generated by the main frequency vibration signal is around 

17.5V, and the noise frequency component has less influence on the 

output power of the vibration energy harvester. However, when the noise 

is 57.5Hz and 67.5Hz, the noise signal has a greater impact on the output 

power of the vibration energy harvester, the voltage generated by the 

main frequency vibration signal decreased to 16.1V and 14.6V 

respectively, and the energy generated by the noise signal accounts for a 

greater percentage, thereby reducing the harvester output power. 
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Figure 21.  FFT analysis results of harvester output voltage 

5.1.3. Polynomial fitting modeling  

Trying to explain the change of harvester output power under different 

vibration conditions by obtaining the mathematical relationship between 

the harvester output power and the noise frequency and noise amplitude. 

and use it to predict the harvester output power in different complex 

vibration environment. Since the physical parameters of the harvester 

components are unknown, it is impossible to establish the harvester 

physical model in the computer and use the simulation system such as 

ANSYS to predict the harvester output power. In this case, the commonly 

used method is fitting modeling, which is based on the measured data. 

For this research, polynomial fitting modeling method is used to get the 

equation, the fitting degree is 5.  

As can be seen in Figure 21, the 3D graph includes the results of 62.5Hz 

noise frequency,62.5Hz is not noise, so that part should be removed. Since 

the harvester output power has different variation trend in two noise 

frequency ranges, [20Hz, 60Hz] and [65Hz, 100Hz], it is difficult to get a 

matching equation. Hence, the 3D graph should be divided into two parts, 

and using piecewise function to describe the relationship between the 

harvester output power and the noise frequency and noise amplitude. 
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The fitted surface shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24, those marked points 

represent the measured data. And the two surfaces and can be described 

by the following polynomial equation: 

𝑍 = 𝑝00 + 𝑝10𝑥 + 𝑝01𝑦 + 𝑝20𝑥2 + 𝑝11𝑥𝑦 + 𝑝02𝑦2 + 𝑝30𝑥3 + 𝑝21𝑥2𝑦 + 

           𝑝12𝑥𝑦2 +  𝑝03𝑦3 + 𝑝40𝑥4 + 𝑝31𝑥3𝑦 + 𝑝22𝑥2𝑦2 + 𝑝13𝑥𝑦3 + 𝑝04𝑦4 + 

 𝑝50𝑥5+𝑝41𝑥4 + 𝑝32𝑥3𝑦2 + 𝑝23𝑥2𝑦3 + 𝑝14𝑥𝑦4 + 𝑝05𝑦5 (5.1.3) 

Where x is the noise signal frequency, y is the noise signal amplitude, Z 

is the harvester output power. 

 

Figure 22.  Polynomial fitting for frequency [20Hz, 60Hz] part 

 
Figure 23.  Polynomial fitting for frequency [65Hz, 100Hz] part 
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5.1.4. Model evaluation 

Polynomial fitting modelling evaluation results shown in the Table 3. The 

fitting for the noise frequency [20Hz, 60Hz] part is quite good, for another 

fitting part, the SSE value is a bit large, because individual measured data 

has a big difference with other data, therefore the polynomial fitting 

method cannot find a better matching equation. 

Polynomial fitting SSE R-square Adjusted R-square RMSE 

Part 1 8.481 0.9914 0.9875 0.4788 

Part 2 50.96 0.9521 0.9398 1.143 

Table 3.  Evaluation results 

Where SSE is the sum of squares due to error which measures the 

deviation of the responses from the fitted values of the responses. RMSE 

is the root mean squared error, those two values closer to 0 indicates a 

better fit. R-square is the coefficient of multiple determination which 

measures how successful the fit is in explaining the variation of the data. 

Adjusted R-square is the degree of freedom adjusted R-square. Those two 

values closer to 1 indicates a better fit.  

 

5.2. Different dominant frequency vibration environment 

The other research objective of this thesis is to study the relationship 

between the harvester output power and the noise vibration signal. 

Therefore, based on the control variable principle, all different main 

frequency vibration environments should be adjusted to the same 

acceleration in this part research, the acceleration of vibration 

environment is set with 1𝑔𝑟𝑚𝑠 . The vibration environment dominant 

frequency is set with 50Hz, 55Hz, 60Hz, 62.5Hz, 65Hz, 70Hz, 75Hz, 

respectively. 

 

5.2.1. Harvester output power results (one noise) 

The first part measurement is for the vibration environment containing 

one noise signal. Harvester output power results shown in Figure 25. It 

can be found that the trend of the harvester output power is same with 

graph shown in Figure 16. And at the same acceleration, when the 
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dominant frequency is 62.5 Hz, the resonance frequency of the harvester 

is reached, and the output power of the harvester is the highest. 

 

Figure 24.  Power: Environment containing one noise 

 

5.2.2. Harvester output power analysis (one noise) 

The red line shown in the graph represents the output power of the 

harvester under different frequencies sinusoidal excitation signals, which 

is used to compare the output power of the harvester in a vibrating 

environment containing one noise signal. 

 
Figure 25.  Power: dominant frequency 50Hz, 55Hz 
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Figure 26.  Power: dominant frequency 60Hz, 62.5Hz 

 

Figure 27.  Power: dominant frequency 65Hz, 70Hz 

 

Figure 28.  Power: dominant frequency 75Hz 
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From the power comparison graphs shown above, the conclusion that can 

be obtained is: in this type of vibration environment, when the noise 

frequency is close to the harvester resonant frequency, the harvester 

output power is higher than others noise frequency situation. And the 

harvester output will be higher than the output power of the harvester 

under the sinusoidal excitation signal. 

However, in Figure 27 and Figure 28, the output power of the harvester 

in the 62.5 Hz and 65 Hz main frequency vibration environment is lower 

than the output power of the harvester under the sinusoidal excitation 

signal. the reason is that the 62.5Hz and 65Hz are not included in the set 

noise frequency, Therefore, the measurement results cannot reflect the 

actual relationship between the harvester output power and the noise 

frequency very accurately. 

Since the harvester output power is different in different dominant 

frequency vibration environment, it is very difficult to get a range which 

can be considered as “close to the resonant frequency “. The solution to 

this problem is：If the mathematical model of this harvester is known, 

many simulation experiments can be performed in software such as 

ANSYS to determine this range. The accurate range cannot be determined 

by manual experiment. 

 

 

 

5.2.3. Harvester output power results (two noise) 

This part measurement is for the vibration environment containing two 

noise signals, for the second added noise signal, the signal amplitude and 

frequency settings are the same as the first noise signal. Harvester output 

power results are as follows: 
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Figure 29.  Power: second noise signal 20Hz and 30Hz 

 

Figure 30.  Power: second noise signal 40Hz and 50Hz 

 

Figure 31.  second noise signal 60Hz and 70Hz 
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Figure 32.  Power: second noise signal 80Hz and 90Hz 

 

Figure 33.  Power: second noise signal 100Hz 

5.2.4. Harvester output power analysis (two noise)  

The figures below shown how the noise signal affects the harvester's 

output power in 50Hz and 75Hz dominant frequency vibration 

environments. Other figures shown in Appendix C. The red line shown 

in the graph represents the output power of the harvester under different 

frequencies sinusoidal excitation signals. And the output power of the 

harvester in a vibrating environment containing one different noise signal 

are shown in every power graph, respectively. The other nine lines 

represents the harvester output power in a vibrating environment 

containing two different noise signals, the second added noise frequency 

is from 20Hz to 100Hz. 
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Figure 34.  Power comparison: dominant frequency 50Hz 

 

Figure 35.  Power comparison: dominant frequency 75Hz 

Through the observation of the power comparison graphs, the conclusion 

that can be obtained is: If the frequency of the second noise signal is close 

to the harvester resonant frequency, the harvester output power will be 

higher than the output power of the harvester under the sinusoidal 

excitation signal, and higher than the output power of the harvester in a 

vibrating environment containing one noise signal, because compare to 

the vibration environment containing one noise signal situation, the two 

noise signal accounts for a greater percentage in the resultant signal in the 

vibration environment containing two noise signals situation. 
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6. Conclusions 
 

In this thesis, present a research method for harvester output based on 

the complex vibration environment simulated in the laboratory, the focus 

of this method consists of two parts. The first part is to build a system for 

automatically controlling the vibration shaker and measuring the output 

voltage of the harvester, the automatic control & measurement system is 

designed as a closed-loop system, which can adjust the shaker with the 

sensor’s feedback information, which can accurate adjust the shaker to 

the desired vibration acceleration and vibration frequency in a short time. 

Through hundred times test to prove that this system has good stability 

and anti-interference ability. The second part is vibration signal 

simulating, using MATLAB to generate a simulated vibration waveform, 

and an arbitrary function generator is used to generate the vibration 

signals.  

In this research, based on the electromagnetic vibration harvester modelD, 

study the harvester performance under different complex vibration 

environment, when the harvester is in a vibrating environment with a 

main frequency vibration of 62.5 Hz and containing a noise signal, all the 

noise signal will affect the harvester output power. If increase the noise 

amplitude, then the harvester output power will decrease. And using FFT 

method to analyze the harvester output voltage waveform, thus 

analyzing the influence of different noise signal on the harvester output 

power, it was found that when the noise signal round 57.5Hz and 67.5Hz, 

the harvester output power is quite low. Because the 57.5Hz and 67.5Hz 

noise frequency components have a greater impact on the resonance of 

the harvester, and the energy generated by the noise frequency 

component accounts for a greater percentage, thereby reducing the 

harvester output power. And when the noise frequency is in other ranges, 

the noise will not affect the harvester output power very much. The 

formula for predicting the harvester output power is obtained by the 

polynomial fitting modeling method. 

In addition, for the harvester used in different dominant frequency 

vibration environments, researched the relationship between the 

harvester output power and the noise signal frequency, it was found that 

under the same vibration acceleration, when the noise frequency is close 

to the harvester resonant frequency, the output power of harvester is 
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higher than the output power of harvester with the pure sinusoidal 

excitation signals. 
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7. Future work 
 

If I have more time on this research, in the next logical step, I will focus 

on predicting the output power of the harvester in more complex 

environments and how to improve the harvester output power. 

Since the output power of the harvester is the parameter that the user 

cares most about, it is important to predict the output of the harvester 

more accurately. Although this thesis presented a research method for 

harvester output based on the complex vibration environment simulated 

in the laboratory, this method will cost much time on vibration signal 

simulation, at the same time, due to the harvester has a wide work range 

(vibration frequency and vibration acceleration), so it is very difficult to 

research the harvester’s output power with the whole input vibration 

range in a short research period 

The solution is through build a physical modelling of the harvester and 

using finite element analysis software to simulate more complex 

vibration environment, thereby research the harvester performance in a 

more complex environment. Based on the large amount of data obtained, 

using the ANN models to predict the harvester output power [22] [23]. 

Due to the vibration environment cannot be changed, thus, whether the 

output of the harvester can be increased by reducing the magnetic field 

interference around the harvester? 

Therefore, the future work could be including: to build a physical model 

of vibration energy harvester, simulating the vibration environment with 

finite element analysis software. To build different ANN models to 

predict the harvester output power and evaluate those models. And 

improve the electromagnetic environment around the harvester. 
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Appendix A: Program code 

 

The following code describes how the Arduino UNO board convert 

analogy signal to digital signal. 

/* 

  ReadAnalogVoltage 

  Reads an analog input on pin 0, converts it to voltage, and prints the result to the 

serial monitor. 

  Graphical representation is available using serial plotter (Tools > Serial Plotter 

menu) 

  Attach the center pin of a potentiometer to pin A0, and the outside pins to +5V 

and ground. 

 

  This example code is in the public domain. 

*/ 

// the setup routine runs once when you press reset: 

void setup() { 

  // initialize serial communication at 9600 bits per second: 

  Serial.begin(128000); 

} 

void loop() { 

unsigned long starttime = millis(); 

int sensorValue = analogRead(A0); 

Serial.print(sensorValue); 

Serial.print("\t "); 

Serial.println(starttime); 

} 
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Appendix B: AutoCAD drawings. 

 

 

Figure 36.  AutoCAD design drawings 
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Appendix C: Harvester output power 
(two noise)  

 

Figure 37  Power comparison: dominant frequency 55Hz 

 

Figure 38.  Power comparison: dominant frequency 60Hz 
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Figure 39.  Power comparison: dominant frequency 62.5Hz 

 

Figure 40.  Power comparison: dominant frequency 65Hz 
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Figure 41.  Power comparison: dominant frequency 70Hz 


